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> D.C. called Vista Speedway; it was an out-
law track, not what you'd call manicured
at all, but rough and tough and bumpy and
lumpy, and in the centre was this joint
called the New Crystal Ballroom, which
was a full-blown beer hall, restaurant,
dance hall - you name it. Most of us riders
were white, but the black folks who went
for a night out at the Crystal to dance and
whoop it up just loved the motorcycle
races. We felt like sort of gladiators - it
was neat! Track's gone now, same as those

days have, but riding my KH hot rod on
high days and holidays brings 'em all
back. "

All this sounds like as good a rationale
as I ever heard for owning a bike; or, in
the case of PC and his KR, building it.
"Back then in the '60s I always wanted a
883cc KH Sportster in the worst way, but
I had everything tied up in the KR racer,
so a street rod was out ol the question.
Then two things happened: a guy came into
the shop with a KH engine in bits which
we worked out a deal on, so I bought it off
him, and, in '68, I got the road-racing bug
and rode the KR at Daytona. In those days
you could run the whole season on the dirt,
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rebuild the engine over winter, fit a swing-
arm and some brakes, borrow a fairing and
a larger fuel tank, and run the same bike
at Daltona in the 200-miler. So I did - and
boy, wasn't that a kick!"

A dropped valve five laps into the '68
Daytona 200 didn't dent Pat's new-found
enthusiasm for pavement sport, so, back
home, he ordered a Widman chassis - an
aftermarket replica of the factory's "low-
boy" frame - into which to slot the KR
motor. He still races the resultant bike with
honour in US Vintage road racing - but,
20 years ago, that left him with a '55 KR
chassis surplus to requirements, plus one
recently acquired KH road engine in bits,
It took him another 15 years to gradually
build up the bike that you see in these pho-
tos - but then Pat's one of those guys who
likes to do things at his ou'n pace, when and
as he feels like it! The result would have
to be a motorcycling equivalent of the '55
Chevy, the epitome of mid-'50s hot-
rodding, and star of countless movies from
"Two Lane Blacktop" to "American
Graffiti": a classic piece of Americana on
wheels.

One of the reasons for the slow pace of
construction was Pat's patient wait for the
right part to come along at the right price.

"I knew what I wanted to put into the
bike," he explains, "so it was a question
of sourcing the parts from somewhere or

Point, squirt, stut'n' pull.

other, then putting them all together. I'm
real pleased with the way it turned out and
as for the long time it took to build the bike

- well, I really relished the anticipation of
getting it all up and running one day!"

The Harley hot rod employs the basic

frame of the KR dirt racer: a two-piece

bolt-up tubular chassis with twin down-
tubes and single backbone. incorporating
castings for the steering head, seat mount
and distinctively-shaped "tomahawk" rear

lou'er engine mounts. Pat resisted the urge

to try to re-create a '55 KH Sportster in
terms of total originality, not least because

Harley aficionados reckon it to be one of
the less successful models Milwaukee ever

made, even if one of the rarest, because it
was only on the market for a couple of
years before being replaced in 1957 with the
first overhead-valve Sportster X-model. "I
wanted a bike that would be fun to build
and ride, not score points off other guys

with at concours events," says Pat. "So
I bought a '66 XLCH Sportster and used

the whole front end ofl that - forks,
brake, light, wheel, fender and steering

damper. The rear shocks are a pair of the

really rare mid-'60s KR racing parts that
Harley only catalogued for a year or two
for TT and road-racing, before the com-
pany that made them went out of business,

and the rear fender is stock FLCH Sport-
ster but the brackets are XLR-TT alumini-



um factory items. The rear wheel is a

slightly fatter aluminium rim I got out of
California, but I spoked it up myself to a

stock XLCH brake. The seat is original K-
model Sportster, but the gas tank is an af-
termarket KR item that has the same sil-

houette as a KR Sportster tank but an extra
two-inch section in the middle to fatten it
out some and give it a better capacity but
the same profile - I like the meaty look
it gives the bike, and at least I don't have
to stop for gas every 40 miles like with the
stock tank!"

In the early stages of the project about
a decade and a half ago, Pat Conroy trad-
ed in a pick-up full of XLCH Sportster
parts for an early KH engine that was mi-
nus a few parts (like the gearboxl), but,
when put together with the KR engine he

already had in bits, made one good 883cc
engine out of the two. For those like me
rvho get confused with all the letters that
go to make up a Harley model designation,
a K prefix indicates the last-series side-valve
race engine, and its street derivatives, that
Harley introduced in 1952 and raced until
1970 before they were unable to continue
gerrymandering the AMA Rules Commit-
tee, and were forced to introduce the
XR750 ohv racer. The KR was the first
Harley racer with a four-speed gearbox and
''foreign-tlpe" foot selector rather than the
hand gearchange still current on the vener-
able \\rR race bike. It also had a hand-
operated clutch and, for the first time ever,

:he optron of rear suspension for TT and
:,:ad racing (the former being the AMA's
:..:.:r;:;r e combination of oval track com-
:: :: .rd motocross-style jumps). The
r-: ,, , -5lr;c. rhe maximum capacity al-

:: . .:'. iorm of racing except,
: : .: lI :-.::ts. u'here you were al-

:: : : :::- .:.a-:.3, In time, Hafley tOOk

:: ::-::i: . - i :: l:1a1r- tO pfOdUCe the
: ! ,: :: -{:l:.. :,: : : . .. 1 957, for just one

:,a.:. ::.ar -::--.: .-. - j ,': engine Of the
KH Sp:':.t.; 1,:- I :.: .'.-.;h had been
iitteci * it:, a :;: -:;: . .:.. : .-. :: ::: KR en-
gine. as * eil as :e,es:-':.: - I r .:.,1 sri ing-
ing arm riar :u:pe r-.i.: .-. :. i; . :, : -': .r:
rhe \LCH ohr Spor::ie: :::..:- :.;- -.r:i
rear and opened o. re\\ cta . I .ii:- ,:..
by then, America's soie :::-a,:.-:;
manufacturer. Just to compii;alc ::::,::
further, the KK model ran alongsici: :r: ll-
series roadster, fitted with KR cams ani
cylinder head for the street, and the E83c;
KHK repeated the formula on the larger en-
gined model. (Did you have to mention
that? - Ed.)

Confused? Well, in short Pat Conroy's
Harley hot rod is effectively fitted with a
KHK motor, since it has the KH bottom
end with a stroked 883cc crank, KR cams,

KH cylinders bored out to 20-over, mak-
ing the true capacity around 900cc, a KH
transmission, but with the trap-door access

to the cluster so that the gearbox can be

worked on without splitting the cases, and
the fatter KHR pushrod tubes, which per-

mit the fitting of KR-type double valve-
springs: lots of the other engine compo-
nents are KHK parts. But the pistons are

lowly 7:l compression KH street numbers

- 
just as well, because as even its owner

admits, this is not an easy beast to persuade

in action unless you have The Knack; and
a strong pair of Herman thick-sole boots.
These aren't so much for extra weight on

the kick, as for protection from the inevit-
able backfire, even with the 36mm Mikuni
carb fitted which, apart from the Pirelli
tyres, is Pat's only concession to the present

decade on the bike - and even then he has

an adaptor kit from tuning legend, Jerry
Branch, which enables him to fit the origi-

Hog 'n' dog, ot is iI dog 'n' hog?
Hot dog! I mean, hot hog!

fhe conpleted iig-saw puzzle seens to have turned oul all
ilghl.a

nal air cleaner to achieve a more classic
neo-Harley look. I mean - a Japanese car-
burettor? ? !

"If you own a bike like this, it's kind of
important to live on a hill so you can bump-
s:art it more easily in the mornings," ex-

:lains Pat unashamedly. "I also took a lot
,:. :rme ro find the right kick-start peda1.

:;:r-:e riirhout it being so u'ide and flat.
.-..:-:: \ou can bring your leg up out ol
::: .r:i :ast enough to avoid havins it
l:ck:: .ihen this s,rcker fires back a:1o'.r.
vol l-'r: *aiking riith a stick ior a rieek
it vo* i-'r.': --(t iome pro::;tion ior iour
instepl I :eli 1ou. ii rou don't got one of
these l-1at pedais rou're in troublel"

Having no *ish to iind out the hard rvay

whether he was kidding, I'll admit to ap-

proaching the KH uith trepidation. But
really, it's not so riard to iire up if .vou stick

it on the sidestand. kneel on the saddle and
give it a good lorg shore. After a little
while I decided thai this definitely didn't
go irith the -Ioe Cool image such a bike en-

courages its rider to adopt, and that the

Fonz u ould never have approved (but hang

on - didn'r he ride a Triumph in Happy
Da.r s . I ) . -\n artempt to kickstart it off the

'iand outside the pizza joint after a couple
oi beers riith the guys proved surprisingly
successful: so that's rvhat Budweiser'll do

ior-vou...
Scooting the Harley round the streets of

suburban Philly proved every bit as ex-

hilarating as you'd expect irom its neat,

chunky appearance. The best compliment;

I-
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) I can pay Pat Conroy is to say that the bike

looks like it was built by a factory in terms

of execution and finish, but that I can't im-

agine Harley building such a rortyJooking
bike themselves in the mid-'50s or '60s. The

riding position takes a bit of getting used

to, because the left of the pair of KR foot-
pegs is mounted a good lOcm further back

than the right one, but at least that way
your leg clears the air cleaner. But they're
both set well back for a sporty riding posi-

tion that's distinctly un-American and a lot
more comfortable than your average

Harley stance, expecially coupled with the

swept-back "buckhorn" bars, which are

the closest Harley ever came to copying the

distinctive pulled-back Roeder bars named

after their star rider of the '60s. The result
is a really comfortable, close-coupled rid-

That pedal is aboat the nost inportant piece ol equipnent on the whole bike, unless you live on a hill . . . 1

ing position that doesn't tire you, and

seems well adapted to the point-and-squirt

characteristics of the engine.

This has the usual massive HarleY

reserves of torque, making use of the

reverse-pattern right foot one-down gear-

change, with its short-action, cut-down

lever, almost superfluous. You just crank

'er up in bottom, pause briefly in second

and third to maintain momentum, then

keep it in top for all but the heaviest of
traffic or the occasional intersection. Un-

less you have actually to come to a halt,
there's no need to drop lower than third'
All this is accompanied by the staccato,

calico-ripping exhaust note, and a fair bit
of vibration (though not as much as from
a comparable British parallel twin).

The superior carburation afforded by the

Mikuni eliminates the spitting and popping

often experienced on the oldei breed of
Harley (and some newer ones!), and gives

a nice, light throttle action to go with the

similarly easy-to-operate, progressive

clutch.

With around 30kW on tap - a reallY ho:

KR flathead road-racer would deliver

around 35kW, enough to propel Roger Rei-

man to an incredible 240km/h qualifying

average for the 1968 Daytona 200 - per-

formance is weighted in favour of torque

rather than outright speed, just the sort of
characteristics you need for street-rodding.

where that beefy 116mm stroke (no, you

didn't misread!) comes into its own. Like

I said - point and squirt.
Actually, that's not the only reason

you're encouraged to ride the KH special

like this, because, ironically, the satisfying

performance of the venerable flathead en-

gine is not matched by corresponding be-

haviour from the later suspension and

brakes. The KR chassis works well enough

- but, like Pat Conroy says, you have to

plan a stop as far ahead as possible, be-

cause that single-leading-shoe front brake

hardly works at all, and the rear isn't a lot
better. The race-derived rear shocks are too

hard, making the back end hoP around

over road joints and bumps, and sending

the 16-inch rear Pirelli scrabbling for grip

in turns. The bike steers well, thanks to the

l9-inch front wheel and some tight geom-

etry, but the Sportster front forks are to-

tally inadequate: they're way too stiff and

unresponsive, even by the standards of
European mid-'60s tackle, yet are so flim-
sy that they deflect even under the pathet-

ic braking performance of the front drum

brake; so much so that the mark where the

mudguard clouts the front exhaust pipe is

easy to see. But then, as Pat says, this is

a bike for "struttin' and puffin' "' not

tearing up the track or trying to lose a Ninja
on the wiggly bits. And, at that level, it's

a highly satisfying ride that works just fine

- even if, were it mine, I'd be tempted to

fit a Ceriani drum to obtain at least an ac-

ceptable margin of safety for normal use

on the street . . .

Pat Conroy's KH rod represents in many

ways the essence of American biking be-

fore it got hijacked by the full-dress,

everything-AND-the-kitchen-sink brigade

who would surely be better off driving a

car. Its stripped simplicity, coupled with its

muscular mien, has the same kind of ap-

peal as the current Evolution Sportster,

only more so: Iook, only a magneto -
Pat's done away with the battery and as-

sociated hardware, so that unless the en-

gine's running, you got no lights. So what?

How many miles since you built it, Pat?

"Dunno - don't have a sPeedometer?"

Why's it got Maryland plates when you live

in Pennsylvania? " 'Cause my dad lives in

Maryland, and they don't got no State In-

spection there!" Ah yes - Happy Days.
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What You Want -

When You Want It
Our 110 page catalogue contains over 2000
items covering Flatheads to Blocltheads.
The largest range of restoration supplies in
the country.

. DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE -

Always a good range of used bikes in stock.
Wrecking - huge inventory of used Parts -

motors, frames, wheels, brakes, gearboxes etc.
Full workshop facilities in our new building -We

can restore your Harley or build a show winning
custom.
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HE Elephant Rally was named

after this machine which saw

yeoman service during the
Second World War as a sidecar

courier and transport motorcycle, while

many enthusiasts consider it to be a better

machine than that 'other' flat-twin, shaft-

drive motorcycle from GermanY, the

BMW.
It is the Zundapp Elefant K601, a 600cc

transverse twin, shaft-drive sports mount

which enjoyed its heyday as a 750cc outfit
during the War and which was the first
Iarge-capacity motorcycle built by the Ger-

mans at the end of hostilities.
The machine deserved a better fate - it

is largely unknown today except to a com-

paratively small number of enthusiasts who

keep the name alive with a world-famous
rally and the preservation of a number of
the now-rare species.

It deserved a better fate, simply because

the factory was in the same financial strife

as BMW was during the '50s, and, like
BMW, it was lucky to survive.

Unlike BMW, which stuck with the flat-
twin concept with its small-model range -
with the exception of the 'upright' 250cc

single, of course - Zundapp branched out

into the manufacture of small-capacity
sporting two-strokes, among them some

very nippy International Enduro mounts
and a host of mopeds and top-class motor
scooters. The great Zundapp Bella was a

fine example of the latter, the very swift
25Occ single-cylinder Elastic motorcycle yet

another.
While BMW enjoyed an injection of

funds from several friendly banks and then

built its finances to the stage where its new

range of cars began to pay their way, Zun-
dapp soldiered on with a range of motor-
cycles.

Oddly, the Zundapp importer for New
South Wales, Tom Byrne, was to become

the BMW importer in later years, but, at

the time, the BMW range was imPorted
into that state by a suburban dealer and

thus were not to be seen in very large

numbers.
Thus, the two very similar rivals saw little

of each other in the '50s, and even less

today!
There are a few 40-year-old BMW flat-

twins about, but I have only found one

Zundapp Elefant, and that one is in Vic-
toria. It glorifies in that great pea-green

colour which was so much the hallmark of
the '50s Zundapp and of course looks much

more becoming than BMW's black-and-
chrome finish.

The bike belongs to arch-enthusiast Vin
Minogue, who has restored several other
Zundapp machines, notably a 1934 ilat-
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The Zundapp K6O7, as fine
a tlat-noin as eaer ua,s, is

th.e subject of Lester Morris's

scrutiny. Oh yes, there's an

interesting twist to this

four with shaft-drive and hand-gearchange
and a KS750 outfit which saw service with
the Germans in North Africa during the
Second World War.

Vin's K60l Zundapp is more a clean and
purposeful example of the marque than a
totally restored gem, but it is nonetheless
nicely finished and free of bugs.

The horizontally-opposed engine sits low
in its all-tube frame, the cylinders sticking
well out in the breeze for optimum cool-
ing, the odd engine parts concealed beneath
a series of quite large alloy castings.

It's an ohv design, with bore of 75mm
and stroke of 67.6mm, nicely over-square
to allow for some spirited revs, but peak
power of a handy 20kW is generated at a
low 4700rpm, which hints at very good tor-
que from low engine speeds. Top speed is
claimed to be l35km,zh. The machine's all-
up weight is a trim 240kg.

The smooth engine castings conceal a
range of electrical components not always
carried within such confines and include the
ignition coil and I'oltage regulator - com-
ponents usually carried somewhere on the
lrame or hidden underneath the petrol
tank.

A large upper casting covers the coil and
earries a wire-mesh air filter at the rear with
two long manifolds which direct clean air
to the separate 25mm Bing carburettors,
BMW-style. Two high-tension leads emerge
lrom the casting directly below and ahead
of the manifolds, with the spark plugs
safely out of harm's way on the upper laceElefant'stale...
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substantial roller bearings at each end, with
the chunky con-rods employing detachable

end-caps fitted with the aknost unique split-
caged roller big-end assembly. This unusual

big-end assembly was used in manY

machines in the Zundapp range - includ-
ing the two-stroke Bella scooters - and

was also adopted by Moto Guzzi for the

500 single Falcone.
A small helical gear on the front of the

crankshaft drives a large camshaft gear

directly above it, with long mushroom-type
cam followers bearing on thin pushrods to
operate the overhead valves. Valve rockers

are very solid and are supported by caged

needle rollers.
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A small gear carried inboard of an out-
rigger bearing drives the oil pump gear, the

pump sitting below the engine in a deep oil
pan. The outrigger bearing supports the

front of the crank, which has a heavY

generator hanging on the end of it, with the

ignition contact points - and auto-advance

unit - in front of that! It's a long crank-
shaft, be assured, but it is well supported
and apparently trouble-free.

Naturally, the opposite end of the crank
has the clutch assembly attached, and it is
a multi-plate dry clutch at that. It sits all
on its own in a bellhousing ahead of a most
unusual gearbox.

Zundapp employed shaft final drive,
with gear drive - as we've described - for
the camshaft and oil pump, but the gear-

box (a misnomer, for it should be called a
sprocket box) uses a set of four chains and

sprockets instead of the gears one would
normally expect to find!

It's quite odd and almost unique, though

the system is used in the 350cc shaft-drive
Victoria Bergemeister transverse V-twin of
1955.

Each of the sprockets has a double row
of teeth and of course duplex chains, the
sprocket centres so close together that the

teeth almost touch. The two rows of
sprockets lie side by side, the gearbox

slightly offset to the right of the centreline
of the engine's crankshaft. The entire drive-

line inside the "gearbox" is supported on
multi-row ball-bearings, the layshaft - on
the left side of the 'box in line with the
crank - having a small gear attached
which engages with the much larger kick-
starter gear.

Unlike the BMW kickstarter, which was

such a pain because it was left-mounted and

kicked 'outwards' very awkwardly, Zun-
dapp attached a bevel gear to the kick-
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starter shaft which alters rotation and

allows the lever to move in a normal
manner.

It's still mounted on the left side of the

gearbox and feels awkward, but is easy to
use in view of the assistance of a heavy

flywheel effect and the engine's mild 6.4: I
compression ratio. The alloy pistons'

incidentally, are the four-ring type long

favoured by the Germans - three compres-

sion and one oil ring on each piston assure

long service before repairs are necessary.

It's been said that the weight of pistons

on a horizontal cylinder promotes prema-

ture wear, but this phenomenon is appar-

ently more prevalent with your old Victa
mower than a German motorcycle, because

it hasn't been in evidence with Vin's
Zundapp.

Gearchanging is a bit strange, because

Zundapp's left-mounted lever employs a

cross-over system with a remote linkage to
a lever on the right side of the 'box, a sys-

tem favoured by the factorY on most
models, including the 250cc two-stroke
Elastic.

The drive-shaft is enclosed within a tor-
que tube on the machine's right side, the
drive assembly contained in a very trim rear

hub which features a quickly-detachable
wheel. Telescopic front forks and plunger

rear suspension are employed, with a single

coil spring under a cantilever-mounted
rubber single saddle to take more than an

edge off those bumps the pliable susper.-

sion may have trouble ironing out.
The fork legs contain long, thin spring.

which are well lubricated, the essentia-

damping by a separate, centrally-mounte;
hydraulic damper which sits.atop the solid.

heavily-valanced front guard' The tele-

scopic damper is almost half the length o:

the forks and contains an elaborate pistor
and valve system. It proved to be vel-'

effective and oil-tight.
Zundapp Green is the colour scheme o::

forks, tank, and the two deep mudguards.

with the duplex-downtube, full-cradle
tubular frame a complementary black fo:
a very neat and attractive package.

The bike kicked over easily, if a bit awk-

wardly, but it tended to idle a bit lumpill
and vibrated more than I would have

expected it to. Perhaps the flat-twin BM\\'
has spoilt us all a bit - though the earlier

models jumped about at idle if I remem-

ber right.
I don't know why the gearbox design

employs sprockets and chains, but there is

no evidence of what they are on the move.

It could be that the essential backlash in this

type of transmission acts as a shock

absorber when changing gears or backing-

off the throttle, because the bike was ver\

smooth on the move and gearchanges simi-

larly very smooth. There seemed a touch

of free-play in the transmission on the over-

run, but there could easily have been som:

iur Lestet perched atop the howdah, with, it nust be added, the oilginal helnet which cane with the bike.
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wear in the final-drive components in the
rear hub to account for that.

The brakes are of course drums front
and rear, the front one in particular quite
potent and progressive, the rear a little
touchy when braking while changing back

- particularly if you are cranked over at
the time!

fhe intepid band ol Elelanl hanterc with their prize ...
the wick up a bit. I imagine it would be a
very healthy sound at top whack on the
open road, but deference to its age and rar-
ity forbade belting it along too hard.

We did, however, put it through its paces

in a suburban situation and squirt it for
several hours out of town, borrowing an

The Zundapp suspension was grear, rhe awful German helmet of the period to
front forks smooth and quiet with a long legalise the exercise. The bike cornered on
travel and apparently excellent damping, rails over smooth surfaces, the rear suspen-
therearabitchoppybecauseoftheshorrer- sion noisl and the single saddle ,hunting,
travel plunger units, but perfectly aug- a little like a horse at the gallop. The tarl-
mented by the supple saddle and the odd, end stepped out a bit over tramLnes, the
large-diameter single spring. You'd expect no-name block-pattern tyres more rhan a There may well be another flat-twin in
the seat to twist about because of the | fittle suspect. the range, and then we may, just may, see
unusual single spring' but the solid mount- | Zundapp fits 19-inch wheels at both that transverse four which wai supposed to
ingthroughitsnosetookcareof thatvery ] ends,withafar350xlgr).reonthefront, exist.
well' lanevenfatter400xlgontherear,butthe I forthemoment, letusbewellcontent

Eshaut )D)r )) 2 )z>ijr) )zt))."/szzpvaz"".zaa?aalt?s?TVrrVfedr?e?,Vrr?t?<i?td{#itrddiii{d;ve just,
through the pair or rong murners' but it j ursent cornerinE st;rei' rhtti ilrrt 

/ nmnrtreo uo11 iiinn[gJmgilflifffflbecomesmoreandmoreurgentasyouturn / ho*.u.., a tautness, a certain ,*,"ri l;ffi]f,.: find, no matter who made it.r

strength about the machine's general
behar iour cn rhe road, which inspired con-
fidence.

The marque is little-known today, evi-
denced b-v the lact that a couple of BMW
owners *ho stopped to stare as we,were
running a phoro session wondered whether
the machine was a ne\\' Russian, or perhaps
an odd machine from a small manufacturer
which had been found in a garden shed
somewhere.

When I pointed out that the name was
bigger than BMW during the \\'ar, and that
the Afrika Corps was well served with
many thousands more of a similar machine
than BMW produced at the time, they
frankly and quite obviously didn't believe
it. In fact, you can't help but remark upon
how well the Zundapp could have com-
pared with BMW way back then, or how
it would stack up today if the factory still
made a machine of this size.

Unhappily it doesn't, though there was
talk a few years ago of the former giant's
having a transverse four, with shaft-drive,
on its drawing-board. So far it has come
to nothing, but there could be some very
exciting news in the pipeline.

The Chinese have bought the entire Zun-
dapp factory, lock, stock and barrel!

It came as a surprise to just about every-
body, but once sold to the Chinese, the fac-
tory was descended upon by happy
Orientals who stripped it absolutely bare
and left nothing but four walls behind.

They removpd fire extinguishers, Herren
and Damen toilet signs, walls, partitions,
jigs, patterns, dies, drawings . . . in lact
everything which was in any way part of
the German factory. It has all been shipped
back to China, and the deal - ger this! -included the expertise and guidance of a
bunch of engineers, designers and metal-
lurgists who will stay in China and help set
up the manufacture of a whole range of
former-Zundapp machines.

It appears the Chinese have long wanted
to enter the motorcycle market, but have
so far lacked an-vthing which could have
been viable on the international scene.

What are their plans? Who knows, but
don't bet the Chinese won't arrive with a
bang in the nexr little while with a range
of machines to challenge the best available
from many of the other motorcycle fac-
tories.
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replica-style handlebars shown in accom-
panying photos, in preference to the swept-
back style of the era.

Slowly, the task progressed. In 1987, a
local scrap metal dealer came forward with
the crankcases and flywheels of an engine
with a manufacture date just three days
from the original, so the search continued.
January 1989 saw a serious start made on
the frame and forks. New metal had to be

used in places, and new shackle plates and
pins manufactured by Garth himself. All
was straightened and aligned and the rear
stand repaired.

A visit to the Gympie Swapmeet in May
1989 led to a meeting with a local collec-
tor, who had an April l9l I engine in bet-
ter than average condition. Negotiations led
to the exchange of a complete and running,
restored, 1926 350cc AJS for this, and now
Garth was into the task in earnest.

New veteran-style mudguards had been
purchased, but these proved unsuitable, so

the originals were reconstructed. A
Douglas-pattern front hub of a similar style

and incorrect 4O-hole spoking was sub-
stituted, and an early BSA TT Model
40-hole rear hub used. Correct Westwood-
type beaded-edge rims were located in Syd-
ney and the hubs sent off to be built up.

Manufacture of a new fuel tank rvas

undertaken by a tinsmith friend. Garth
machined the filler necks and brass bayonet

Foolresls instead ol pedals seen like e good idea!

caps (with monogram), together with the
hand oil pump, sight-glass gauge, and
advance/retard lever.

The deadline was "The A11 Vererans
Rally'r in Warwick, September 1990, with
possibly a preliminary run in the HMCC
Capricornia "Queen's Birthday Rally", in
June. The machine came together for this,
but the rear belt rim, which was purchased
especially, proved to be of an incorrect sec-

tion, so this run was sadly aborted. Still,
the machine created considerable interest
in the static display.

With all the bugs ironed out, and a cor-
rect belt rim fitted, all was ready for the
Vet's Rally. It would be difficult to define
a more purposelul machine, as it now

exists, with an extremely lean build, single-
speed belt drive, marginal brakes (stirrup
rim-type front, belt rim rear) and a com-
plete lack of clutch, kick starter or light-
ing. The final drive ratio is adjustable, with
engine stopped, from 4Yz:1 to 6:l on the
crankshaft pulley.

In his usual manner, Garth has made use

of modern metals and knowledge for
improvements to engine internals and
therefore performance. A non-original car-
burettor has been fitted in order to obtain
maximum reliability, until correct veteran
parts can be obtained, or manufactured.

The combined muffler,/magneto mount-
ing proved to be one of the most difficult
items to manufacture. Originally a forging,
the first attempt was completely unsatisfac-
tory. Fortunately, a photocopy of an origi-
nal spare parts book for l9l0-13 models
enabled the correct shape to be duplicated.

Some spa*ling examples of Garth's nachining.

First impressions on sitting astride the
machine are that it was built with a clear
and simple thought in mind. Basic, reliable
and robust transport, superior to any other
at the time. A slow paddle-off, drop the
decompressor, adjust the spark and air con-
trols and the engine is soon running
smoothly and pulling strongly.

Originally fitted with pedal assisrance,

footrests take their place in what was the
eccentric centre bracket. A comfortable rid-
ing position is given, and one soon forgets
the lack of gears as the torquey engine gets

into its stride. The revs mount quickly, as

it has bore/stroke dimensions of
85 x 88mm, exactly the same as the classic

Gold Star.
Our present world of motorcycling is all

the richer for the return of this machine to
its former glory and regular use. I know I
am looking forward to 1991, when its 80th

birthday will be celebrated.

The seal looks morc conloilable lhan lhe pillion's

As a postscript, I would like to add that
"The All Veterans Rally" in Warwick has

now been concluded, and Garth reports
complete success with the machine. No
mechanical problems whatsoever, and he

is now looking forward to the riext club
rally.

Garth wishes to acknowledge the get-
erous assistance given b1, the following
people . . .

Information & Literature: Neil
Bromilow, WA
Manufacture of Fuel Tank: Joe
James, Mt Morgan, QLD
Magneto Overhaul: Xen Alvey, Auto
Electrics, Rockhampton, QLD
Wheels: Arthur Squires, Sydney,
NSW
Painting: Tank - Gary Brown

Rest - Trevor Humph-
ries, Rockhampton, QLD

Engine Parts & Patterns: Yale 0ns-
low, UK
Saddle Covering: Dean Muller,
Rockhampton, QLD
Nickel-Plating: Wayne Ware, Hem-
mant, QLD
Beaded-Edge Tlres: Jack Borradale,
YMCC Australia Tyre Service.

A somewhat inelleclive lmnt bnke
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Bo
Hot
HarI

Aw shucks, Cathcart hom d,one

gone found, another one.

This time the good, old, boy,s

stntttin' 'n' puffin' a KH Rod.

on the tnea.n streets of Philly,

Pa. Hot d,amn, that therds

one purty sickle . . .

We're nol sarc, hut we thln* it i$ a
KHUKilXLCHIKHR SNttsEt, hut donl quote us . . .
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HERE are some things as Ameri-
can as Mom and apple Pie, and

two of them are Harley-David-
sons of any kind, so long as theY

got just two cylinders, and street rods like

T-buckets and Deuce Coupes' Put the two

together, conceptually speaking, and Pat

Conroy's KH Harley is the result.
Pat's street rod is almost as idiosyncrat-

ic as its owner, a Pennsylvania Irishman
just past his haif-century who; in a com-

petition career spanning a quarter of a cen-

tury, has raced on the dirt and tarmac with
equal distinction - and enjoyment. Pat's

dirt days are done, but, as a born-again
road-racer aboard a brace of Harleys in
American Vintage events, he still recalls his

mid-'60s oval track racing with pleasure.

"I got my Novice points on a Bultaco," he

recalls, "but then in '66 I moved up to the

big bikes, and in those days that basically

meant a straight choice between Triumph
and Harley. I didn't care much one way or

the other, 'cause my first bike was a deuce

of a '54 Triumph but then, after that, I
went to Harleys - 

just always liked V-

twins, I guess. The clincher was that in the

mid-'60s, I was working in a Harley shop

in Washington, D.C., and racing a Tri-
umph in my spare time wouldn't have been

looked on too kindly, so I cut a deal with

a guy called Eddie Atkins who had a KR

flathead (side-valve) Harley racer in good

shape and wanted to sell it. I made a deal

with him during qualifying, then he went

out and won his heat and the final on it in
the Expert class, and I did the same thing
on it in Amateur: damn if I didn't win my

first ever two races on the sucker! Eddie

and me figured to split the combined
purses, 'cept we ended up drinking most

of it in beer that night! But I figured I had

me a good bike, and that's how it's turned

out. "
Over the next couple of years, Pat Con-

roy and Harley-Davidson No. 55KR1991

(denoting a 1955 version of the venerable

sidevalve racer) enjoyed a good deal of suc-

cess on north-eastern USA dirt tracks. "I
was no factory star," disclaims Pat, "but
the KR was such a good bike I got my Ex-
pert class points in a single year - 1966'

Mind you, riding it after the Bultaco -
boy, wasn't that an eye-opener! Took me

a while to summon up enough courage to

back it sideways into turns, but one day I
just screwed myself uP and - wow, it
workedl We had no brakes at all on dirt
tracks in those days, remember - not even

at the rear like they do now, but after a

while it became second nature' scrubbing

off speed sideways. I had a lot of success,

0h good, no one's looking.

That's actually an afi inlake trunpet, not a phanagrcph.

Hailey's excutsion into integnl sound systems cane later'

especially at a track in the black area of ) Ainr no way l'n ridin' piilion, huddy'
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